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• Motivation
• Measure spin fluctuations in La2-xSrxCuO4   x=0.17, 0.21‣ SC spin gap where spectral weight is low
• Coherent superconducting gap,  Δc, from Raman B2g
• Observation:  Δc  ≤  Δspin
• Implications
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Fig. 1 | Temperature-doping phase diagram of cuprates.  
Schematic phase diagram of hole-doped cuprates, consisting of four phases: 
antiferromagnetism (AF) at low doping (dark red); the pseudogap phase (light 
red), bounded by the crossover temperature T*; charge-density-wave (CDW) 
modulations in the dome-like region centered at p ~ 0.12 (grey); 
superconductivity, delineated by the zero-field critical temperature Tc (dashed 
line). By applying large magnetic fields, superconductivity is removed, revealing 
the critical point p* at which the pseudogap phase ends in the normal state at    
T = 0 (red dot). The CDW phase ends at a T = 0 critical doping distinctly below 
p* (refs. 6,20). Above p*, the Fermi surface in the metallic phase at low 
temperature (blue) is a large hole-like cylinder with a carrier density n = 1 + p.  
In LSCO, p* = 0.18 (refs. 3,11). 
compare S(Q,ω) in La2-xSrxCuO4 with x = 0.17 and 0.21
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Quantu  critical point or collapse of cooperative correlations?
crossover from Fermi arcs/pockets 
                 to full Fermi surface 
ARPES:    H.-B. Yang et al., PRL (2011) 
SI-STM:    K. Fujita et al., Science (2014)
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Experiments
Genda Gu grew LSCO crystals at BNL
Neutron scattering experiments on SEQUOIA TOF spectrometer 
at the Spallation Neutron Source, ORNL
Magnetic scattering in LSCO
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Observations
• Effective spin gap present in normal state‣ Incompatible with critical behavior
• Shift of magnetic spectral weight across Tc is small
• Could the spin gap limit the SC order?
Various gap scales
Gap measurements for Bi2212
pseudogap. Theoretical calculations, in which the pseudogap is
ascribed to a charge density wave competing with the superconduct-
ing state6,7, demonstrate a similar temperature dependence and dop-
ing dependence of the gap profile shown here and in our recent study
on a heavily underdoped system17. Similarly, theories that treat a
pseudogap as preformed Cooper pairs could also predict a two-gap
behaviour. For example, a bipolaron theory28 has shown two energy
gaps with distinct temperature dependence: one gap opens at Tc in a
BCS fashion and the other is essentially temperature independent
across Tc. However, these theories would require the two gaps to
add in quadrature, a feature inconsistent with the antinodal data,
at least for the UD92K and OD86K samples. The other theories3–5
have not yet developed detailed temperature dependence for a direct
comparison with this experiment. In all cases, our finding would put
a strong constraint on theory.
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Figure 4 | Schematic illustrations of the gap function evolution for three
different doping levels. a, Underdoped sample with Tc5 75K.
b, Underdoped sample with Tc5 92K. c, Overdoped sample with Tc5 86K.
At 10K above Tc there exists a gapless Fermi arc region near the node; a
pseudogap has already fully developed near the antinodal region (red
curves). With increasing doping, this gapless Fermi arc elongates (thick red
curve on the Fermi surface), as the pseudogap effect weakens. At T,Tc a
d-wave like superconducting gap begins to open near the nodal region (green
curves); however, the gap profile in the antinodal region deviates from the
simple dx
2
2 y
2 form. At a temperature well below Tc (T=Tc) the
superconducting gap with the simple dx
2
2 y
2 form eventually extends across
entire Fermi surface (blue curves) in b and c but not in a.
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Fig. 1. (A) Spectra taken at one atomically resolved
location on an underdoped Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+d sample
(Tc = 61 K, UD61) at various temperatures. The
spectra show two features at low temperature, the
smaller of which (red arrow) disappears at higher
temperatures. The higher-energy feature ∆0 (black ar-
row) compares well with the anti-nodal gap measure-
ments from ARPES. (B) ∆0 sorted, averaged spectra at
13 K from 8192 spectral measurements on another
underdoped Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+d sample (Tc = 58 K,
UD58), for different temperatures and values of ∆0.
The spectra are normalized by the mean over the
whole bias range shown (each offset by 0.5). (C) A
spatial map at 13 K showing the variation of ∆0. The
colored regions represent areas where ∆0 is nearest
to the correspondingly colored spectrum in (B).
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Fig. 2. (A) Average dI/dV spectra (orange circles)
from D0 sorted spectra on sample UD58 and the
fit (solid blue line) as described in the text. The
procedure is applied separately to the positive and
negative sides. The curves are offset by 35 pS. (B)
The weights of the corresponding positive side fits
in (A), expressed as a fraction of the total weight
for each gap size (each offset by 0.15). (C)
Cumulative weights (x axis) obtained by summing
the corresponding histogram for each gap size (y
axis). The x axis would be proportional to the
angle around the Fermi surface for a cylindrical
band structure. (D) Gap as a function of angle as
extracted from the fits, using the ARPES band
structure (27).
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havior of the low-energy excitation spectrum (27).
The cumulative weight Cj ¼ ∑
j
j0¼1
Wj0 is propor-
tional to Q(D) in the case of a simple cylindrical
Fermi surface. Figure 2C shows experimentally
determined Cj for an underdoped sample with
Tc = 58 K. With a more realistic model of the
background density of states based on modeling
of the ARPES data, information in Fig. 2C can
be used to arrive at D(Q), as shown in Fig. 2D
(27). Another way to view the results of the fit-
ting procedure is that the functions D(Q) plotted
in Fig. 2D provide the most accurate fit to the
spectra shown in Fig. 2A and can capture all of
the energy and spatial dependence of the data.
Slightly different results are obtained from fits
to the unoccupied (positive) and occupied (nega-
tive) side of the spectrum, but the trend is con-
sistent between both (27). We will describe results
from the unoccupied side.
The uniformity and shape of the spectra at low
energy are the results of a position-independent
cos(2Q) form of D(Q) near the node, whereas
the kink in the spectra at higher energies signals
the deviation of D(Q) from the cos(2Q) form at
an angle away from the node. Previous attempts
to extract gap versus angle with the use of quasi-
particle interference (28) have not yielded re-
sults on the nature of nodal quasi-particles. The
deviation of D(Q) for und rdoped BSCCO re-
ported here from STM measurements is very sim-
ilar to recently reported ARPES measurements
in other underdoped samples (12, 29, 30). How-
ever, systematic study of the D(Q) with doping
and temperature uncovers its universal structure,
its connection to samples’ Tc values, and the Fermi
arc behavior in underdoped samples.
To understand the behavior of the nodal gap
with diminishing doping, we have measured
STM spectra on a range of underdoped samples
at T << Tc. Figure 3A shows spectra (spatially
averaged by anti-nodal gap size) taken from
three underdoped samples with Tc = 74, 58, and
35 K. We can clearly see that each sample dis-
plays a low-energy region, where the spectra are
relatively homogeneous, and large inhomoge-
neity beyond the kink energy. We have normal-
ized the tunneling conductance measured on
different samples to their average value over the
entire range shown, although the agreement of
the low-bias region in the spectra is independent
of the normalization (27). For a d wave super-
conductor, the slope of the spectrum near zero
bias is inversely proportional to the value of the
nodal gap. As the spectra shown in Fig. 3A line
up, not only within a sample but across samples,
we conclude that the nodal gap is uniform over
the entire doping range shown in Fig. 3A (see
inset for expanded view).
Based on the simple analysis of the shape
of the spectra near zero bias, our conclusions
regarding the nodal gap can be put on a firmer
footing by using the extraction procedure to de-
termine the gap versus angle for each spectrum.
The results of this analysis (Fig. 3B) show that
our simple expectation for the nodal gap is correct;
all the spectra for these samples follow a universal
curve near the node. We find that spectra for the
different samples break away from this universal
line in a doping dependent fashion (marked by the
arrows in Fig. 3B): The sample with the lowest Tc
breaks away at the smallest angle from the node,
whereas the sample with the highest Tc continues
along this line f r the largest angle. The univer-
sality of the nodal spectrum and the doping-
dependent breaking away from the universal d
wave form constitute our principal results.
We contrast these results obtained for under-
dop d samples with the overdope case. In the
spectra obtained from an optimally doped sam-
ple (Tc = 91 K) and two overdoped samples
with Tc values of 76 and 65 K (Fig. 3C), we can
see that there is a variation in the near zero bias
slope among spectra obtained on these samples
(expanded view in the inset of Fig. 3C). The
results of the D(Q) extraction procedure on these
spect a (Fig. 3D) show th t the universality of
the nodal gap function is lost in these samples,
as anticipated. Instead, there is substantial inhomo-
geneity in the nodal gaps, both within a sample
as well as between dopings. The gap function in
these samples is much closer to a cos(2Q) form
as compared with that observed for the under-
doped samples, although very close to the anti-
nodal region, there is still some deviation from
cos(2Q) dependence. This high-energy behavior
is most likely associated with deviations from
a pure d wave form caused by coupling to a
bosonic mode (20, 23). This coupling causes
the conductance to increase above the d wave
value at energies above the true anti-nodal
gap, for which the fit compensates by adding
a small weight for these oversized gaps.
To compare results for the nodal gap across
the phase diagram, we define two measures of
the nodal gap. The first measure is the inverse
slope of the normalized dI/dV spectra near the
Fermi energy dN (Fig. 4A) as a function of the
maximum anti-nodal gap ∆0 observed for each
spectrum. Ideally, we would determine the slope
as close to zero bias as possible, but to avoid
broadening effects, we determine the slope at
10 mV bias from a parabolic fit. For anti-nodal
gaps smaller than ~50 mV (optimal and over-
doped samples), the nodal gap increases along
with the anti-nodal gap. However, once the anti-
nodal gap increases beyond 50 mV, the nodal
gap is essentially saturated. A more quantitative
estimate of the nodal gap is obtained from our
D(Q) extraction procedure for each spectrum by
extrapolating the shape of the near nodal gap
following the universal d wave cos(2Q) curve to
the anti-node. We refer to this as the universal
nodal gap ∆N, which characterizes the strength
of pairing experienced by excitations near the
node. We plot this quantity as a function of the
anti-nodal gap (Fig. 4B) and once again see
that, for optimal and overdoped samples, there
is a strong correlation between ∆N and ∆0 (for
a simple d wave, ∆N = ∆0). However, as ∆0 in-
creases into the underdoped regime, ∆N saturates.
Altogether, our results show that the evolution
of the nodal gap with doping is very different
from that of a simple BCS d wave supercon-
Fig. 5. T mperature evolution of
the gap as a function of angle f r
the UD58 sample (A) and UD35
sample (B), obtained from the cor-
responding sample-averaged spec-
tra (insets), showing the collapse of
the nodal gaps near Tc. The gap
strength at the point of deviation
from d wave is not diminished with
temperature.
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Coherent gap vs. pseudogap
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The `pseudogap' observed in the electron excitation spectrum of
underdoped copper oxide superconductors has become the focus
of considerable attention in the Æeld of high-temperature super-
conductivity. In conventional superconductors, described by
`BCS' theory, an energy gap appears at the superconducting
transition temperature (Tc); the pseudogap, in contrast, is
observed well above Tc (ref. 1) and can be large compared to the
conventional BCS gap2±4. Here I compare gap energies, measured
by different experimental techniques, for the copper oxide super-
conductors and show that these reveal the existence of two distinct
energy scales: ¢p and ¢c. The Ærst, determined either by angle-
resolved photoemission spectroscopy or by tunnelling, is the
single-particle excitation energy–the energy (per particle)
required to split the paired charge-carriers that are required for
superconductivity. The second energy scale is determined by
Andreev reØection experiments, and I associate it with the
coherence energy range of the superconducting state–themacro-
scopic quantum condensate of the paired charges. I Ænd that, in
the overdoped regime, ¢p and ¢c converge to approximately the
same value, as would be the case for a BCS superconductor where
pairs form and condense simultaneously. But in the underdoped
regime, where the pseudogap is observed, the two values diverge
and¢p is larger than¢c. Models thatmay provide a framework for
understanding these results involve the existence of pairing above
the condensation temperature, as might occur in a crossover from
BCS to Bose±Einstein condensation behaviour5 or from the
formation of striped phases6.
Fluctuations of the superconducting order parameter are negli-
gible in the low-temperature superconductors, but have been
predicted to be large in the high-Tc copper oxides, due either to
their short coherence length7 or to their large penetration depth6.
The short coherence length may signal a crossover from BCS to
Bose±Einstein condensation5, in which local pairs can form above
the condensation temperature: local pair formation is driven by a
gain in potential energy. Alternatively, the large penetration depth
may be associated with a phase separation between metallic regions
and insulating ones having a spin gap6. This separation reduces the
kinetic energy, and is accompanied by the formation of a pairing
amplitude through a proximity effect between the metallic and
insulating stripes, but with large phase Øuctuations. In both cases, a
pairing amplitude will appear above Tc. These models may explain
the formation of the pseudogap in the underdoped regime,
although alternative explanations have also been proposed, such
as the opening up in the density of states of a gap of magnetic
origin8.
The relationship between Tc and the penetration depth l (and
hence the superØuid density), shown by Uemura9, does indicate the
existence of strong phase-Øuctuation effects. It has been interpreted
as being due to a weak phase stiffness6, or to a BCS to Bose±Einstein
crossover9, the latter also being suggested by an isotope effect on l
(ref. 10). However, no distinctive spectroscopic features of the
condensed state, which would be characteristic of any of the
above-mentioned mechanisms of pseudogap formation, have
been proposed up to now.
I propose here a direct test of the nature of the condensation,
which consists of comparing two kinds of determination of the gap:
one that is sensitive to the single-particle excitation energy ¢p, and
the other to the energy coherence range ¢c. In a BCS condensate,
these two energy scales are identical, basically because the pairs form
and condense simultaneously at Tc, owing to the large coherence
length. If there are strong phase Øuctuations, the single-particle
excitation energy has no relation to the condensation temperature,
and the two scales may be different. They will evidently also be
different if¢p has no relation to a pairing amplitude. As I now show,
experiments indicate that the two energy scales converge in the
overdoped regime, but depart from each other in the underdoped
regime, ¢p becoming larger and ¢c smaller. It immediately follows
that, in the underdoped case, the superØuid condensation is not in
the BCS limit.
Single-particle (Giaever) tunnelling and photoemission experi-
ments are two methods that can be used to determine ¢p. In a
system of two-fermion composite bosons, for instance, such experi-
ments measure the energy 2¢p necessary to break the paired
fermions into single particles (¢p per particle), irrespective of
whether they are, or are not, in a condensed state. On the other
hand, the Josephson effect only takes place in the condensed state,
because it is a manifestation of macroscopic quantum coherence
(and not just of the existence of a pairing amplitude). The Josephson
effect will disappear above the condensation temperature, while the
single-particle energy gap can persist to those higher temperatures if
the pairs are nevertheless present. Likewise, I expect that Andreev
reØections–inwhich an incoming electron from the normal side of
a normal/superconducting contact is reØected as a hole along the
same trajectory while a Cooper pair Øows on the superconducting
side–will only lead to enhanced conductance of the contact
(ideally by a factor of 2) if the pairs are in a condensed state. In
the case of strong phase Øuctuations, one may expect that these two
experiments (Josephson and Andreev) will give an energy scale ¢c
(within numerical factors of the order of unity; the product of the
critical current of the junction Ic and its normal state resistance Rn
for the Josephson effect, and the bias value up to which Andreev
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Figure 1Andreevand tunnelling spectroscopies in optimally dopedYBCO.Upper
panels, gap edge (,20meV), as seen from Andreev enhanced sub-gap
conductance, from an Au-optimally doped textured YBCO point contact
orientated along one of the in-plane orthorhombic principal axis (from ref. 12).
Lower panels, STM tunnelling characteristic from an optimally doped YBCO
single crystal11. The position of the main tunnelling conductance peak matches
the Andreev gap edge, in accordance with the predictions of BCS theory.
© 1999 Macmillan Magazines Ltd
reØections are observed) that is different from (and smaller than)
¢p. In a BCS condensate, on the other hand, these two energy scales
are identical, as already mentioned. I am not aware of a y speciÆc
calculations of Josephson or Andreev effects, in the presence of
strong phase Øuctuations, that go beyond these general remarks.
I have compared Giaever (tunnelling) and Andreev gap deter-
minations on YBCO, LSCO and BSCCO, at various doping levels,
and have found a systematic difference between these determina-
tions in the underdoped regime (YBCO is YBa2Cu3O7-d, LSCO is
La2-xSrxCuO4 and BSCCO is Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+d). (The advantage of
Andreev over Josephson experiments to check the coherence energy
range is that the former do not suffer from themany extrinsic effects
that can reduce the Josephson critical current.)
As an example, Fig. 1 shows the results of both tunnelling and
Andreev experiments on optimally doped YBCO. The tunnelling
data were obtained by scanni g tunnelling microscopy (STM) on a
single crystal along the c- xis dir ction11, for which the conductance
(dI/dV) easures the average density of states. The position of the
main condu tance p ak then gives the ga value if, as is now
gener lly believed, it has a d-wave symmetry. Th Andreev data
were obtained by point contact spectroscopy on a melt textured
sample, along the a (or b) axis direction12. For these orientations, the
return to the normal-state conductance occurs at the gap edge,
whether it has s-wave or d-wave symmetry13. The position of the
main peak in the STM conductance is in good agreement with that
of the sharp Andreev gap edge, both being close to 20meV. From
this agreement, I conclude that YBCO at optimum doping is in the
BCS condensation regime. This observation Æts with the STM
observation of bound states in vortices11, another manifestation of
the number of pairs per coherence volume being signiÆcantly larger
than unity.
By contrast, I show in Fig. 2 tunnelling and Andreev data on
underdoped a-axis-orientated YBCO Ælms. The position of the
tunnelling conductance peak is now at a much larger bias (50meV;
r f. 3) tha that of the Andre v gap edge (13meV; ref. 14).
Comparing the underdoped to the optimally dope data, ¢p has
increased while¢c has decreased. The ratio between the two scal s is
now of the order of 4. In under oped BSCCO, ¢p is also close to
50meV (ref. 15) and ¢c to 13meV (ref. 16). (I consider that the
latter result was obtained on an underdoped junction, because it
had aTc of only 70 K according to Fig. 5 in ref. 16. Such underdoping
is known to occur in junctions prepared through contact with easily
oxidized metals, such as Pb; ref. 3). In underdoped LSCO, a
tunnelling gap close to 15meV has been reported17,18, compared
to an Andreev scale of ,3meV (ref. 19). Therefore, in the under-
doped case, ¢p .¢c and condensation is not in the BCS limit.
Penetration-depth measurements at low temperature have given
a slope (dl/dT) that increases in the underdoped regime, being
inversely proportional to Tc (refs 20, 21). This behaviour is incon-
sistent with a BCS interpretation of the pseudogap becoming a d-
wave BCS gap below Tc: as the pseudogap increases in the under-
doped regime, the slope should decrease, according to d-wave
theory which predicts that the slope should be inversely propor-
tional to the gap21. But it is consistent with the values of¢c obtained
from Andreev experiments, the energy scale following Tc in both
cases. It has also been remarked that the position of the peak in
Raman scattering in the B2g polarization scales with Tc in the
underdoped regime22. What the penetration depth and Raman B2g
have in common is that they are insensitive to the gap structure near
the (p,0) and equivalent points on the Fermi surface. It is known
from photoemission experiments that pseudogap formation,
apparently related to the anomalous concentration dependence of
¢p, is localized near the (p,0) points
2.
To emphasize the difference in behaviour between¢p and¢c as a
function of doping, data from the various kinds ofmeasurements cited
here are shown Fig. 3. In Table 1, values of the strong coupling ratio
(2¢/kTc) are given for the data shown in Fig. 3. It varies from6 to 20 for
¢ à ¢p, and between 4 and 6 for¢ à ¢c. One may wonder whether
¢c is not simply the `true' superconducting gap, with¢p bearing no
direct relation to superconductivity, being an energy scale of magnetic
origin (the `pseudogap' idea introduced by Friedel, as quoted in ref. 8).
This would be in opposition to the claim by Miyakawa et al.15 that
the pseudogap becomes, below Tc, the full BCS d-wave gap, with no
other energy scale involved in the condensed state. It is remarkable,
however, that both energy scales appear to join smoothly in the
overdoped regime. One may also be concerned by the fact that ¢p
letters to nature
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Figure 2 Andreev and tunnelling spectroscopies in underdoped YBCO. The
Andreev gap edge at ,13meV (ref. 14), shown in the inset, is now much smaller
than the bias at the tunnelling conductance (j) maxima, at about 50meV (from
ref. 7). Note theweak structure seen in the tunnelling conductance at the Andreev
gap edge.
Figure 3 The single-particle excitation energy gap,¢p, and the coherence energy
range, ¢c, for a number of copper oxides. Results are shown as a function of the
normalized doping level (p/pM) and gap values are normalized by the respective
values of kTc.¢p values are from tunnelling andphotoemission data;¢c values are
from Andreev, penetration depth and Raman B2g data. When not available, p has
been calculated from the relation ÖT=TcMAXÜ à 12 82:6Öp20:16Ü
2. Here pM is the
doping level at the maximum value of Tc, TcMAX. Open symbols, photoemission
and tunnelling data; Ælled symbols, Andreev, penetration depth and Raman data.
For detailed references, see Table 1.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Comparison of tunneling, ARPES, and
Raman experiments with the tunneling and ARPES energy scales
doubled. All open symbols correspond to Bi-2212. Tunneling results
are plotted as open circles. They are compiled from Refs. 8,82, and 83
and labeled as A, Pa, and M, respectively. The stars represent the
leading edge midpoints (LEM) measured above Tc at the antinodal
Fermi surface crossing and correspond to the pseudogap 2!∗
(T, Ref. 31 and L, Ref. 32). The pentagons correspond to the crossover
temperatures T ∗ (C, Ref. 29) and are plotted in energy units as 6 kBT ∗.
The down-pointing triangles represent the gap 2!0 derived from
ARPES as sketched in the inset according to Ref. 9. The data are
compiled from Refs. 31,32,84, and 85. The up-pointing triangles
represent 2!sc = 2!0ℓarc/ℓFS, where ℓarc is defined in the inset and
ℓFS is the full Fermi surface length (T, Ref. 31 and L, Ref. 32).
On the overdoped side, ARPES results for Tl-2201 (p = 0.21 and
0.25, triangles pointing to the left) are included (P, Ref. 61). Here,
the averages of the peak position and the LEM are shown, and the
error is on the order of ±20%. The Raman data (approximate peak
energies) correspond to those of the previous figures (N, O, V, B,
Refs. 10,14,54 and 63). They are similar to within ±20% to those
of earlier publications as summarized in Ref. 42 and, more recently,
Ref. 63. The high-pressure results are taken from Ref. 40 (G). The
dash-dotted line is a fit to 6 kBT ∗ and 2!∗ in the range p ! 0.16.
levels indicating that there is still no agreement among the
ARPES results.
The tunneling results cover a doping range from 0.100 to
0.225. (All energy scales are doubled as in the case of ARPES.)
The results of Alldredge et al.8 and Pasupathy et al.82 are
spatially resolved STS data whereas those of Miyakawa and
coworkers83 are not. In the latter case the energies are derived
from the peak positions. Since the STS experiments yield
location dependent I -V curves there are various approaches
to extract a gap as discussed in the respective publications.
For the comparison here, we took the maximum of the gap
distribution from Ref. 82 and, from Alldredge et al.,8 the gap
!1 derived from a d -wave model with impurities. The STS
energies are slightly higher but close to those without spatial
resolution. Two doping ranges can be distinguished: (i) For
p < 0.13, the tunneling data follow the line 6 kBT ∗. Hence,
they are close to those of the antinodal gap !∗, which, in
the doping range 0.09 ! p ! 0.12 are slightly above !0 as
derived from ARPES. (ii) For p " 0.15, the tunneling results
are close to or slightly above 9.3 kBTc(p), except for the point
at p = 0.225 which is approximately at 7 kBTc.
It appears that more than one half of the ARPES data
for !0 and the tunneling results for p " 0.15 follow the
line 9.3 kBTc(p), as derived from Raman scattering in B2g
symmetry, to within the experimental resolution which, for
Bi-2212, can be estimated for ARPES close to p = 0.19 and
for tunneling close to p = 0.21 to be of the order of ±10%.
Importantly, the ARPES results for!0 follow 9.3 kBTc(p) not
only close to optimal doping, 0.16± 0.04, but also for p ≃
0.07. Major discrepancies are observed in the range 0.08 !
p ! 0.11 and at 0.22. The ARPES results on Tl-2201,61
although determined in a different way and with somewhat
larger error bars, corroborate those on Bi-2212 and extend
the doping to p = 0.25. In conclusion, for 0.16 ! p ! 0.21,
the analysis of more recent tunneling, ARPES, and Raman
results reveals a significant difference between the maximal
gap !0(p) and the B1g peak energy #B1gpeak(p) but consistent
values for !0(p) if the B2g Raman spectra are used. The
agreement includes even wider doping ranges if B2g Raman
and ARPES data are compared.
Since the glass is apparently more than half full (from
the viewpoint of the Raman results), we point out possible
reasons for the discrepancies. Most importantly, only in the
case of clean isotropic BCS superconductors can the gap be
measured directly. In all other cases, the gap parameter or its
maximum are derived quantities. Raman scattering measures
projections of a coherent superposition of the normal and
the anomalous part of the electron’s Nambu-Green function,
G1,1 and G1,2, respectively,42–45 while ARPES (and tunneling
spectroscopy) essentially observe G1,1 only. Therefore Raman
experiments predominantly see the condensate similarly to, for
instance, Andreev reflection or optical spectroscopy, and there
are good reasons to conclude that the Raman results are closer
to the properties of the condensed electrons than single-particle
methods. Nevertheless, prominent features in G1,1 and G1,2
are expected at similar energies at least in the weak coupling
approximation. However, in the case of underdoped cuprates
with additional instabilities next to superconductivity or, more
generally, in strongly interacting anisotropic systems, this
assumption is unlikely to hold. For example, there may be
an interrelation between the superconducting gap !k and the
pseudogap !∗k having different dependences on momentum,
and the two scales cannot sufficiently be disentangled by only
analyzingG1,1. This may lead to an overestimation of!0 if!∗
is larger. Similarly, superconducting fluctuations as reported
recently86 may have an impact on G1,1. In the case of the
Raman response, G1,2 projects mainly the coherent part below
Tc and !∗ loses influence. The solution to this problem is in
fact more a theoretical challenge than an experimental one. For
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FIG. 3. (Color) Normalized electronic Raman response χ ′′0 (",p)
(phonons subtracted) of (Y1−yCay)Ba2Cu3O6+x in B2g symmetry
(a), Bi2Sr2(Ca1−xYx)Cu2O8+δ in B2g (b), and B1g symmetry (c).
Spectra from samples other than those shown in Fig. 1 are taken
from our published work.10,14,37,53 For clarity, the phonons have been
subtracted. The energy axes are normalized to the individual transition
temperatures. All superconducting spectra merge with the normal-
state response in the shaded range. The theoretical weak-coupling
pair-breaking spectra (dashed lines) are the Tsuneto function on a
realistic band structure weighted with the vertices for B1g and B2g
symmetry. 2$0 = 9.3 kBTc and a phenomenological broadening of
20% was used.
The weak dependence of the B2g spectra on sample details
can be explained straightforwardly by small changes in the
concentration of scattering centers67 resulting from defects or
quenched disorder, for instance.46 The doping independence of
the normalized B2g spectra includes the intensity, the position,
and the shape of the superconducting peaks (see Figs. 1
and 3).
B. Interrelation of B1g and B2g spectra
The doping dependence of the B2g spectra imposes con-
straints on the interpretation of the B1g spectra since the
two symmetries are linked by the form factors.42 A potential
change in the momentum dependence f (k) of the gap would
inevitably leave imprints on both the B1g and B2g spectra
demonstrating that the disappearance of the B1g gap structures
for p < 0.15 [see, e.g., Fig. 1(a)] is an effect, which, to
the resolution possible in this experiment, is occurring in
the B1g symmetry alone. This conclusion is supported by
the results in the normal state. For p > 0.21± 0.01, the
spectra and, in particular, the electronic relaxation rates
are essentially isotropic.54,62 For p ! 0.21, the anisotropy
between the symmetries develops almost abruptly.54 With less
resolution in p, this was corroborated recently for Hg-1201,16
Bi-2212,38 La2−xSrxCuO4 (LSCO), and Tl-2201.68
Below p ≃ 0.21, the oxygen K edge absorption, which,
supposedly, is related to the number of holes, starts to
decrease55,56 suggesting a transition between metal and Mott
physics. Similarly, p = 0.21 is close to p = 0.23 where
recent ARPES experiments on Y-123 indicate that not only
the antinodal but also the nodal quasiparticle weight ZN
starts to decrease.69 In earlier ARPES studies below Tc, the
spectral weight was observed to be lost predominantly at
the antinode for p ! 0.18 (Refs. 32 and 70). More recently,
ARPES studies on Tl-2201 indicated a further sharpening
of the antinodal quasiparticle peak for doping levels above
p = 0.21 which, however, is more likely to originate from a
reduced quasiparticle scattering rate %AN than from a further
increase of the weight ZAN (see Ref. 71). For p < 0.15, the
Fermi surface shrinks to arcs in the vicinity of the nodal
direction69,72 although, at least for LSCO, neither is the spectral
weight at the antinode completely lost for p > 0.03 nor are
there rapid changes in the weight at specific k points.73,74 A
loss of coherent quasiparticle weight is also observed in the
specific heat6 and in the tunneling spectra.8,27,33
The reduction of ZAN is in at least qualitative agreement
with the variation of theB1g spectra in the normal state, which,
for p decreasing from 0.21 to 0.16, loose 30 to 40% of their
spectral weight in the range up to 2000 cm−1 and change their
shape.54,63 In contrast, in B2g symmetry, the shape is by and
large conserved and the overall intensity even increases by
approximately 20% (Refs. 14 and 75). This observation is at
variance with the reduction of the nodal quasiparticle weight
ZN
69 at least when the Raman continuum is considered to
originate from parti l -hole xcitations in the lowest order
approximat on. We emphasize that the spectral changes B1g
symmetry have to be distinguished clearly from th influ nce
of the pseudogap on the B2g spectra for T < T ∗ which is a
5–10% effect in the range up to 800 cm−1 (Refs. 10,14,36,
and 76). Already the different energy ranges indicate that the
gaplike phenomena in B1g and B2g symmetry cannot have the
same origin. Apparently, the dichotomy between the energy
ranges and spectral weight changes is the generic behavior if
(i) the samples are sufficiently clean and (ii) resonance effects
are unimportant (see above and Ref. 68). Hence, from the
viewpoint of a very large set of Raman data, the substantial
loss of spectral weight both above and below Tc is a peculiarity
of the B1g symmetry.
Our interpretation of this dichotomy between B1g and B2g
symmetry in terms of two independent phenomena is not gen-
erally shared. Chen,52 Le Tacon,16 and Blanc63 and coworkers
interpret the suppression of the B1g and the small changes of
the B2g pair-breaking features in terms of a gradual loss of
quasiparticle weight starting at the antinode as qualitatively
observed by ARPES. In this scenario, 100% of the B1g and
144523-5
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ħΩpeak(B2g) = 2Δ  = 6kTc
Δc for LSCO
J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 25 (2013) 475701 S Sugai et al
Figure 19. Solid symbols: A1g,B1g and B2g pair-breaking peak
energies (21) at 5 K and B2g SDW/CDW gap energy B1 at 40 K.
Open symbols: electron–phonon coupled mode energies A2,A3 and
A4 at 40 K. Dashed curve: the incommensurability   [19].
the d(B2g)/d! from x = 0.035 to 0.15. This proves that
the step structure in the B2g spectra are produced by the
Fano resonance between the continuum electronic scattering
and the sharp phonon peaks. It is clear evidence that the
B2g states below 180 cm 1 are electron–phonon coupled
polaronic states. The weak B2g hump from 180 to 380 cm 1
is the second order of the B2–B4 peaks. The steps are also
observed at B5,B9, and B10 in figure 17(a) which have the
same energies of the peaks A5,A9, and A10, respectively.
ARPES observed a kink at 70 meV in the electronic
dispersion in the nodal direction [167–169]. It is assigned
to the half-breathing mode [170]. It is the 11 branch at
(⇡, 0) [171–177]. The small hump A12 in figure 17 is
produced by this mode. No structure is observed in the B2g
spectra at 70 meV. The A13 peak is produced by the 0 point
mode in the highest 11 and 61 longitudinal phonon branch.
The A14 peak is the breathing mode which is the (⇡,⇡) mode
in the 61 branch.
The B2g intensity at 100 cm 1 is shown in figure 13(b)
as a representative of the low-energy peak which is enhanced
at low temperatures. The intensity rapidly increases from
x = 0 to 0.06 and then gradually decreases with increasing the
carrier density. It is consistent with the ARPES intensity near
(⇡/2,⇡/2) [137]. However, it contradicts the calculation that
the B2g intensity is small as discussed in section 2.1 [79]. The
formation of polaronic states may be the origin of the large
scattering intensity at low temperatures. This is discussed in
section 5.
The A1 peak energy at x = 0.035 is 39 cm 1 at 40 K,
while the B1 peak energy in figure 15(c) is 21 cm 1 at x =
0.035. The A1 peak energy does not decrease on decreasing x.
On the other hand the B1 peak energy decreases as x
decreases. Therefore the origin of the B1 peak is different
from the A1 peak. The B2g low-energy intensity increases
at x = 0.035, as temperature decreases to 60 K and then the
intensity below 70 cm 1 decreases at 40 K. The temperature
for the intensity drop below 70 cm 1 decreases to 5 K at
x = 0.06 [109]. The low-energy side steeply decreases to
make a gap at x = 0.035 and 0.06 in figure 15(c). The gap
Figure 20. Peak energies of the B1g original phonon mode and the
satellite phonon mode.
is partially buried and the metallic conductivity is achieved at
x   0.6. The B1 peak or edge becomes weak at x   0.2, but the
kink can be observed when the intensity scale is magnified.
Figure 19 shows the carrier density dependence
of the AK2 kink and A2–A4 peak energies and the
incommensurability   (dashed line) obtained from the neutron
scattering spots (⇡± ,⇡) and (⇡,⇡± ) [19]. The B1 energy
increases as the carrier density increases from x = 0.035 to
1/8 and then becomes constant in good accordance with  .
Therefore B1 is assigned to the SDW/CDW gap.
The B1g electronic scattering presents the charge
excitations near (⇡, 0), if the Fermi surface is complete.
However, the Fermi surface is depleted near (⇡, 0) due to
the opening of the pseudogap in the underdoped phase.
It decreases the low-energy scattering intensity below
2000 cm 1 as stated with respect to figure 11. The low-energy
intensity increases at x   0.15 in accordance with the increase
of the ARPES intensity near (⇡, 0) [137]. The carrier density
dependent intensity of the representative point of 150 cm 1 is
shown by the dashed line in figure 13(a).
The coupling between the A1g phonons and the B1g
continuum spectra is weak in the overdoped phase. On the
other hand the large coupling between the B1g phonon in the
orthorhombic structure and the electronic continuum states
is observed. In the B1g spectra of figure 15(b) the 216 and
317 cm 1 peaks at x = 0 are intrinsic B1g phonon peaks in
the orthorhombic structure. The sharp B1g phonon peak at
216 cm 1 (x = 0) splits into the original sharp peak and the
satellite broad peak at the high-energy side by doping. The
satellite peak energy decreases from 251 cm 1 at x = 0.035
to 232 cm 1 at x = 0.25 in figure 20. The 216 cm 1 peak
does not appear in the infrared spectra, but the satellite peak
appears [163]. The intensity of the sharp peak moves into the
satellite peak as carrier density increases. The satellite peak
becomes much stronger than the original peak at x = 0.25.
The sum of the two peak intensities decreases from x = 0 to
0.1 and then increases at x   0.15 as the electronic continuum
intensity increases.
In a crystal with inversion symmetry such as the
orthorhombic Abma the Raman active phonon mode has even
parity and the infrared active phonon mode has odd parity. The
16
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Fig. 1. The normalized conductances of Au/LSCO point-
contact junctions for various doping levels (0.08 ≤ x ≤ 0.2)
measured at low temperature (4.22 K in all cases apart from
x = 0.15 and x = 0.20, wher T = 4.65 K and 5.61 K respec-
tively). The curves are vertically displaced for clarity.
the grains, as observed by means of AFM or SEM mea-
sure ts, was 5–10 µm. AC susceptibil ty and resistivity
measurements were used to determine the critical temper-
atures, which were in good agreement with the standard
curve of Tc as a function of x for LSCO [8]. The width of
the resistive transition was of the order of 3–5 K for all
the Sr contents.
We performed on these samples point-contact experi-
ments with Au tips, whose ending-part diameter was al-
ways less than ∼ 2 µm [9], obtained by electro-chemical
etching (with a HNO3+HCl solution) of a 0.2 mm diam-
eter Au wire. We often obtained SN junctions with clear
And ev reflection characteristic . Due to the stability of
the point contacts, we were able to follow the evolution
of the conductance curves on heating the junction from
4.2 K up to the temperature TAc at which the dynamic
conductance dI/dV was flat.
Figure 1 shows the low-temperature experimental nor-
malized con uctance data (vertically shifted for clarity)
for the six doping values previously mentioned. We sys-
tematically normalized only the data sets for which dI/dV
at |V | > 20 mV was reasonably constant and did not show
sensible variations at the change of temperature. All the
results that we show in the present paper are obtained
from this kind of data.
The normal-state resistances of the junctions for all
dopings are indicated near the curves in Figure 1. With
these contact resistances, and with the estimation of kF
(fro EF ∼ 100 meV) and of the mean free path (from
kFℓ ≈ 13 at the transition temperature as reported in
Ref. [10]) one obtains that the contact radius a ranges
from 146 A˚ (when R ∼ 90Ω) to about 800 A˚ (when
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Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of the normalized Andreev
conductance in LSCO samples with x = 0.08 (a) and 0.2 (b).
R ∼ 3Ω), while ℓ ranges from 40 to 70 A˚ from underdoped
to overdoped. Then, if single contacts are established be-
tween the tip and the material under study, they are not in
the Sharvin limit. On the other hand, the I-V character-
istics give no evidence of heating phenomena. In fact, the
variation of conductance with bias is within that expected
in the ballistic regime [11] and much smaller than that ex-
pected if the junction was heated up to a bias-dependent
temperature above the bath one. Thus, we can exclude to
be in the Maxwell (thermal) regime, which is enough to en-
sure that the conditions for energy-resolved spectroscopy
are fulfilled, as widely shown in literature [12]. The logical
consequence, also supported by the polycrystalline nature
of our samples and by the softness of the Au tip, is that
the low contact resistances can be explained by the pres-
ence of several parallel ballistic contacts between sample
and tip [13].
Thus, the features we observed in the experimental
data of Figure 1 are with no doubt due to Andreev reflec-
tion at the S-N interface. Nevertheless, some diﬀerences
are present with respect to the ideal curves predicted for
a very low potential barrier by the well-known BTK model
[14]. The maximum value is less than that expected and
the shape is not always compatible with a pure s-wave
symmetry of the order parameter. Moreover, some more
or less pronounced oscillations of dI/dV are present at
|V | ! 10 mV. These oscillations have already been ob-
served in HTS and can be due to the presence of localized
electron states in the interface potential barrier [15].
Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of the nor-
malized conductance in samples with x = 0.08 (a) and
x = 0.2 (b). As in all the other samples, the Andreev
features disappear at the bulk Tc (or at a slightly lower
temperature) and a change in the shape of the curves is
evident at the increase of T (see, for example, the curve
at T = 12.3 K in Fig. 2b). As we will show later, this
last feature can be explained by a change in the relative
weight of the isotropic and anisotropic gap components.
To evaluate the gap and to study its dependence on
the doping content, we fitted the normalized conductance
curves by using the generalized BTK model introduced
some years ago by Kashiwaya and Tanaka [6]. In order to
properly fit our data in the whole temperature range, we
introduced in the original model of reference [6] the eﬀect
Raman scattering Andreev reflection
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Quantum oscillations in YBCO
ature T *. Second, the onset of an anomalous polar
Kerr rotation and neutron spin flip scattering
both terminate at p ≈ 0.18 (12, 13), represent-
ing an unidentified form of broken symmetry
(which persists inside the superconducting
phase for the Kerr experiment). Third, in high
magnetic fields, the sign change of the Hall
coefficient in YBa2Cu3O6+d from positive to
negative, and the anomaly in the Hall coefficient
in Bi2Sr0.51La0.49CuO6+d, occur near p ≈ 0.18
(11, 49), which suggests that Fermi surface re-
construction from electron-like to hole-like oc-
curs at this doping. Finally, p ≈ 0.18 represents
the maximum extent of incommensurate CDW
order reported in several different experiments
(15, 26, 27). Although the Fermi surface recon-
struction is likely related to this CDW order, its
short correlation length and the weak doping
dependence of its onset temperature appear to
be at odds with the standard picture of long-
range order collapsing to T = 0 at a QCP (50).
Two scenarios immediately present themselves.
In the first scenario, the suppression of super-
conductivity by an applied magnetic field al-
lows the CDW to transition to long-range order,
as suggested by x-ray, nuclear magnetic reso-
nance, and pulsed-echo ultrasound experiments
(25, 26, 51). In this first scenario, we would be
observing a field-revealed QCP. In the second
scenario, CDW order is coexistent with another
form of order that also terminates near pcrit ≈
0.18. Such a coexistence is suggested by multiple
experimental results, including but not limited
to Nernst anisotropy (22), polarized neutron
scattering (12), and the anomalous polar Kerr
effect (13). In this second scenario, the CDW re-
constructs the Fermi surface and the other hid-
den form of order drives quantum criticality.
Regardless of the specific mechanism, and re-
gardless of whether pcrit = 0.18 is a QCP in the
traditional sense, the observation of an enhanced
effective mass coincident with the region of most
robust superconductivity establishes the impor-
tance of competing broken symmetry for high-
Tc superconductivity.
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Fig. 4. A quantum crit-
ical point near opti-
mal doping.The solid
blue circles correspond to
Tc, as defined by the
resistive transition (right
axis), atmagnetic fields of
0, 15, 30, 50, 70, and 82 T
[some data points taken
from (39, 57); solid blue
curves are a guide to the
eye].As themagnetic field
is increased, the super-
conducting Tc is sup-
pressed. By 30 T, two
separate domes remain,
centered around p ≈ 0.08
and p≈ 0.18; by 82 T, only
the dome at p ≈ 0.18
remains.The inverse of
the effective mass has been overlaid on this phase diagram (left axis), extrapolating to maximum mass
enhancement at p ≈ 0.08 and p ≈ 0.18 [white diamonds taken from (56)]. This makes explicit the
connection between effective mass enhancement and the robustness of superconductivity. Yellow
symbols parallel those in Figs. 1 to 3. Error bars are SE from regression of Eq. 1 to the data.
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EVIDENCE OF A CRITICAL HOLE CONCENTRATION IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 86, 220504(R) (2012)
[Cu(2)]
[sp0]
FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rates
divided by T , (T1T )−1 vs T for the short T1s . The opening of the PG
at T ∗ (denoted by arrows) was detect d only for y ! 6. , whereas
there are no signatures of the PG for y " 6.45. In (b), (T1ℓT )−1 data
are presented, together with (T1sT )−1, for comparison. In YBCO6.35,
(T1ℓT )−1 forms a local maximum at Tg ∼ 11 K, indicating a SG
transition. This behavior is significantly suppressed for y = 6.45.
(c) T dependence of the volume fraction w. The onset temperature
T0 is defined from the values at which w→ 0 (down arrows).
of the spectra at low T , lead to the conclusion that a spin
freezing or spin-glass (SG) transition occurs at a characteristic
temperature Tg ∼ 11 K for y = 6.35. We find that our data
resembles the results of 89Y NMR in Y1−zCazBa2Cu3Oy
(Ref. 18) and 139La NQR/NMR in La2−xSrxCuO4.22,23 Similar
T dependencies of (T1ℓT )−1 were also observed for y = 6.4
and 6.45. Although we were not able to identify the local
FIG. 4. (Color online) Phase diagram of underdoped YBCOy in
terms of hole concentration p. y values are shown on the top axis for
convenience. The antiferromagnetic (AFM) transition is from Ref. 13
and the dotted line drawn for T ∗ is estimated from previously known
NMR results (Refs. 11 and 18).
maximum for these doping levels due to the higher Tc which
complicates the identification of Tg by NMR, one can obtain
Tg ∼ 5 K for y = 6.45 from the muon spin rotation (µSR)
study of Y1−xCaxBa2Cu3O6, which shows a very similar p
dependence of Tg .24
Figure 3(c) shows the volume fraction w as a function of T ,
obtained from the fit of relaxation data m(t) using Eq. (1). It
should be emphasized that the values of w themselves have no
quantitative meaning, since they may depend on the frequency
at which the relaxation rates were measured. Moreover, the
wipeout of Cu(2) should lead to a significant increase of w,
particularly at low T , which is indeed thought to account for
the rapid increase of w at low temperatures [see Fig. 3(c)].
Nonetheless, th temperature at which w→ 0, i.e., where the
T1ℓ process vanishes with increasing T , should be unaffected
by those facts. Thus, with reasonable accuracy, one can define
the onset temperature T0 from the values extrapolated to w =
0, denoted by arrows.
From these results, we draw the p-T phase diagram in
Fig. 4. The most striking feature is that T0 falls rapidly to zero
at a hole concentration of p ∼ 0.1 beneath the SC dome. At
the same tim , the SG transition t mperatur Tg shows also
a similar doping dependence, being terminated at p where
T0 → 0. These behaviors suggest a close relationship between
T0 and Tg , collapsing to the same critical doping pc ∼ 0.1.
Interestingly, it turns out that pc is very near the doping level
at which the metal-insulator crossover (MIC) takes place25 or
the Fermi surface is reconstructed by density-wave order.8,9,26
The phase diagram is also in qualitative agreement with that
suggested by inelastic neutron cattering (INS) and µSR
studies.13,27
A remarkable finding in our study is that the spin pseudogap
is observ d only near and above pc (i.e., y ! 6.5) [see
Figs. 3(a) and 4]. Note that T ∗ of YBCO6.5 positioned near pc
is much lower than the value expected based on extrapolation
220504-3
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Are observed in the doping range where NMR detects a spin gap
Overdamped QPs in presence of spin fluctuations
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Compilation of the Q-integrated magnetic
intensity (normalized as discussed in the text) as a function of
excitation energy. The line through the data is a fit to a constant
plus a Lorentzian centered at E = 0; the half-width at half-maximum
of the Lorentzian is 1.3(2) meV.
stripe order in La2−xSrxCuO4 [17,35,44,45], we decided to test
for such soft tilts. We did this by measuring about (3,−3,0),
the same position studied in La2−xBaxCuO4 and a wave vector
at which elastic scattering is forbidden in the LTO phase.
Representative results, obtained at T = 150 K, are pre-
sented in Figs. 8(a)–8(c). Figure 8(a) shows inelastic signal,
integrated between 3 and 7 meV, and plotted vs wave vector.
The elliptical features at (2,−4,0), (2,−2,0), and (4,−2,0)
are acoustic phonons about fundamental Bragg peaks, while
the intensity at (3,−3,0) corresponds to soft tilt modes.
Figures 8(b) and 8(c) show the dispersion through (3,−3,0)
along longitudinal and transverse directions, respectively. One
can see a continuous connection to transverse acoustic phonons
in Fig. 8(c). For the longitudinal fluctuations in Fig. 8(b), the
intensity appears to be interrupted by an anticrossing with an
unseen mode at ∼12 meV that also impacts the longitudinal
acoustic mode dispersing from (2,−2,0); nevertheless, the
upper part of the the dispersion can be seen between 15 and
20 meV. If the signal at (3,−3,0) were a soft mode, we would
expect to see an energy gap; however, there is no sign of one.
To the extent a gap might be present, it would have to be highly
overdamped, which does not seem to agree with the dispersion
clearly seen in Fig. 8(c).
We repeated these measurements at several temperatures.
To compare the temperature dependence of these data, we
integrated the signal centered on (3,−3,0) from 3 to 7 meV;
the results, after background subtraction, are indicated by red
squares in Fig. 8(d). For comparison, the blue circles indicate
a similar integral over acoustic phonons about the (2,−2,0)
Bragg peak. The intensity at the “forbidden” position shows
little change with temperature between 150 and 300 K; this
is similar to the constant intensity found for the same mode
within the LTO phase of La2−xBaxCuO4 with x = 0.125 [23].
On the other hand, there is some decrease in intensity on
cooling to 80 and 5 K. The main observation here is that the
two temperature dependencies are different: that of the lattice
phonon at the fundamental Bragg reflection is consistent with
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Measurements of phonons in La2−xSrxCuO4 with x = 0.07 at T = 150 K. (a) Constant-energy slice (!ω = 5±
2 meV with L integrated from −0.25 to 0.25), showing strong acoustic phonons about the (2,−2,0), (2,−4,0), and (4,−2,0) Bragg points,
and soft tilt fluctuations at (3,−3,0). Dashed lines indicate the directions and widths of the slices through (3,−3,0) shown in (b) (longitudinal
direction) and (c) (transverse direction). (d) Intensity of the phonon signal at (3,−3,0) integrated from 3 to 7 meV [as in (a)] and multiplied
by 2.5 (red squares) and at (2,−2,0) (blue circles), corrected for background measured in between these positions.
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LSCO  x = 0.08
higher hole-doped sample crosses smoothly through EF,
even at temperatures down to 12 K [Figs. 1(l)–1(o)].
A general observation in cuprates is that when Tc is
crossed by decreasing the temperature, EDC peaks near
the Fermi momentum (kF) along an off-nodal cut sharpen.
This behavior was also observed in our ARPES spectra for
LSCO (x¼ 0:08) along the diagonal cut [the arrow in
Fig. 1(k)]. In Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) we plot the EDCs at
the kF on the zone diagonal line as a function of
temperature. The EDC peak width at 10 K (< Tc) is
considerably smaller than when the spectrum is measured
above Tc (T ¼ 54 K) [Fig. 2(b)]. At low temperature
(10 K) the peak width of the superconducting sample
LSCO (x¼ 0:08) is also smaller than that of the non-
superconducting sample (x¼ 0:03) [Fig. 2(b)], which
indicates the change in the peak width is associated with
the superconducting transition. To gain more insight abou
the differences between the spectra in the superconducting
and nonsuperconducting phases, Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) show
the EDCs as a function of doping at 10 K. The EDC peak
positions of the x¼ 0:03 and 0.08 samples occur at higher
binding energy than in the x¼ 0:105 and 0.145 samples
[Fig. 2(c)], in which a simple dx2"y2 superconducting gap
was observed [5,6]. For the superconducting samples, after
aligning the peaks to the same position, the falling edg s of
the EDC peaks are almost identical at low binding en gies
[Fig. 2(d)], which demonstrates that the coherent peaks
have a similar width in the superconducting state, and these
widths are always significantly smaller than that of the
nonsuperconducting sample.
The momentum dependence of the gap as a function of
temperature is shown in Fig. 3. The measured raw EDCs at
kF were symmetrized to remove the effects of the Fermi
function [7]. In the superconducting state, the extracted
gap sizes were defined as half the peak-to-peak separation
of the symmetrized EDCs. Above Tc, for those spectra
having no coherent peak, the gap was defined as half the
distance between the two locations where the slope has
the largest change, as indicated by vertical lines in
Fig. 3(c). For LSCO (x¼ 0:08), the energy gap is highly
anisotropic [Fig. 3(e)]. It has a maximal value at the zone
boundary (! ¼ 0#) and decreases monotonically along the
FS to a minimum at the zone diagonal (! ¼ 45#).
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FIG. 2 (color online). EDCs at kF on the zone diagonal for
LSCO. The EDCs were obtained by deconvoluting the raw
ARPES data to remove the broadening due to the finite instru-
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EDC for x¼ 0:08 at 10 K.
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FIG. 1 (color online). ARPES spectra for LSCO with x¼ 0:08 (Tc ¼ 20 K) and x¼ 0:145 (Tc ¼ 33 K). (a)–(d) Intensities along
the zone diagonal [the arrow in (k)] at T ¼ 10, 54, 88, and 137 K for x¼ 0:08. The spectra were obtained by the DFD method [4].
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higher hole-doped sample crosses smoothly through EF,
even at temperatures down to 12 K [Figs. 1(l)–1(o)].
A general observation in cuprates is that when Tc is
crossed by decreasing the temperature, EDC peaks near
the Fermi momentum (kF) along an off-nodal cut sharpen.
This behavior was also observed in our ARPES spectra for
LSCO (x¼ 0:08) along the diagonal cut [the arrow in
Fig. 1(k)]. In Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) we plot the EDCs at
the kF on the zone diagonal line as a function of
temperature. The EDC peak width at 10 K (< Tc) is
considerably smaller than when the spectrum is measured
above Tc (T ¼ 54 K) [Fig. 2(b)]. At low temperature
(10 K) the peak width of the superconducting sample
LSCO (x¼ 0:08) is also smaller than that of the no -
superconducting sample (x¼ 0:03) [Fig. 2(b)], which
indicates the change in the peak width is associated with
the superconducting transition. To ga n more insight about
the differences between the spectra in the superconducting
and nonsuperconducting phases, Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) show
the EDCs as a function of doping at 10 K. The EDC p ak
positions of the x¼ 0:03 nd 0.08 samples occur at higher
binding energy than in the x¼ 0:105 and 0. 45 sampl s
[Fig. 2(c)], in which a simple dx2"y2 superconducting gap
was observed [5,6]. For the superconducting samples, after
aligning the peaks to the same position, the falling edges of
the EDC peaks are almost identical at low binding energi s
[Fig. 2(d)], which demonstrates that the coherent peaks
have a similar width in the superconducting state, and these
widths are always significantly smaller than that of the
nonsuperconducting sample.
The momentum dependence of the gap as a function of
temperature is shown in Fig. 3. The measured raw EDCs at
kF were symmetrized to remove the effects of the Fermi
function [7]. In the superconducting state, the extracted
gap sizes were defined as half the peak-to-peak separation
of the symmetrized EDCs. Above Tc, for those spectra
having no coherent peak, the gap was defined as half the
distance between the two locations where the slope has
the largest change, as indicated by vertical lines in
Fig. 3(c). For LSCO (x¼ 0:08), the energy gap is highly
anisotropic [Fig. 3(e)]. It has a maximal value at the zone
boundary (! ¼ 0#) and decreases monotonically along the
FS to a minimum at the zone diagonal (! ¼ 45#).
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higher hole-doped sample crosses smoothly through EF,
even at temperatures down to 12 K [Figs. 1(l)–1(o)].
A general observation in cuprates is that when Tc is
crossed by decreasing th temperature, EDC p ks near
the Fer i mo entum (kF) along an off-nodal cut sharpen.
This behavior was also observed in our ARPES spectra for
LSCO (x¼ 0:08) along the diagonal cut [the arrow in
Fig. 1(k)]. In Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) we plot the EDCs at
the kF on the zone diagonal line as a function of
temperature. The EDC peak width at 10 K (< Tc) is
considerab y sm ller than when the spectrum is measured
above Tc (T ¼ 54 K) [Fig 2(b)]. At low temperature
(10 K) the peak widt of the superconducting sample
LSCO (x¼ 0:08) is also smaller than that of the non-
superconducting sample (x¼ 0:03) [Fig. 2(b)], which
indicates the chang in the peak width is associated with
the superconducting transition. To gain more insight abou
the differences between the spectra in the superconducting
and nonsuperconducting phases, Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) show
the EDCs as a functi n of doping at 10 K. The EDC peak
positions of the x¼ 0:03 and 0.08 amples occur at higher
bindin energy than in the x¼ 0:105 and 0.145 ampl s
[Fig. 2(c)], in wh ch a simple dx2"y2 superconducting gap
was observed [5,6]. For the superconducting a les, after
aligning the peaks to the same position, the falling edg s of
the EDC p aks are almost identical at low binding n rgies
[Fig. 2(d)], which demonstr tes that the coherent peaks
have similar width in the superconducting state, and these
widths are always significantly smaller than that of the
nonsuperconducting sample.
The mo entum dependence of the gap as a function of
temperature is shown in Fig. 3. The measured raw EDCs at
kF were symmetrized to remove the effects of the Fermi
function [7]. In the superconducting state, the extracted
gap sizes were defined as half the peak-to-peak separation
of the symmetrized EDCs. Above Tc, for those spectra
having no coh rent p ak, the gap was defined as half the
distanc betw en the two locations where the slope has
th largest ch nge, as indicated by vertical lines in
Fig. 3(c). For LSCO (x¼ 0:08), the energy gap is highly
an sotropic [Fig. 3(e)]. It h s a maximal value at the zone
boundary (! ¼ 0#) and decreases monotonically along the
FS to a minimum at the zone diagonal (! ¼ 45#).
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contribution from CuO chains, which run along the b axis.
Note that the detwinning is not necessary for YBCO crys-
tals with y , 6.40, which have tetragonal symmetry.
The in-plane resistivity rab and the Hall coefficient RH
are measured using a standard ac six-probe method. The
Hall effect measurements are done by sweeping the mag-
netic field to 614 T at fixed temperatures stabilized within
!1 mK accuracy [16]. The uncertainty in the absolute
magnitude of rab and RH is minimized [15] by using
relatively long samples (voltage contact separation is typi-
cally !1 mm for YBCO and !1.5 mm for LSCO), paint-
ing narrow contact pads with the width of 50 80 mm, and
accurately determining the crystal thickness by measuring
the weight with 0.1-mg resolution; total errors in absolute
values of rab and RH are less than 10% and 5%, respec-
tively. In our crystals, rab is very reproducible (we always
measure several crystals for each composition), and its ab-
solute value is among the smallest ever reported for each
composition.
Figure 1 shows the temperature dependences of rab
for the LSCO crystals, with the vertical axis in the log-
arithmic scale. One may immediately notice that rab in
the moderate-temperature range show metallic behavior
(drab"dT . 0) for all values of x. It is particularly in-
triguing to note that in the x ! 0.01 sample rab#T$ keeps
its metallic behavior well below the Néel temperature TN
(which is 240 K; see Fig. 2 inset). This clearly demon-
strates that the in-plane charge transport is insensitive to
the long-range magnetic order, which may not be surpris-
ing because the large J #!0.1 eV$ causes the antiferro-
FIG. 1. Temperature dependences of rab in TSFZ-grown
La22xSrxCuO4 single crystals.
magnetic correlations to be well established in the CuO2
planes far above TN [5].
To examine the detailed doping dependence of the
charge transport, it is useful to look at the conductivity
per charge, namely, the mobility of the doped holes. In
Fig. 2, we plot the temperature dependences of nherab
for various x, where e is the electronic charge and nh
is the nominal hole concentration given by 2x"V [unit cell
V #% 3.8 3 3.8 3 13.2 Å3$ contains two CuO2 planes
in LSCO]. This product, nherab , corresponds to the
inverse mobility m21 of the doped holes. Note that it is
probably better to use nhe #! 2ex"V $ than to use R21H for
the calculation of the conductivity per hole, because RH
in cuprates shows a strong temperature dependence that
is not caused by a change in the density of mobile holes.
One can see in Fig. 2 that the slope of nherab#T$ at 300 K
depends only weakly on x and the absolute value of m21
changes only by a factor of 3 at 300 K; the similarity of
the moderate-temperature m21#T$ curves and the rather
small change in their magnitude hint at the possibility that
the metallic charge transport is governed by essentially
the same mechanism from x ! 0.01 to 0.17.
Figure 3 shows the x dependence ofm21 at 300 K. The
change in m21 is smooth and is relatively small, which is
rather surprising in view of the superconductor-insulator
transition occurring at x & 0.05. In Fig. 3, we also plot
the x dependence of the AF correlation length jAF, which
is known to show a similarly smooth change with x; jAF#x$
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concentrations, independent of whether the normal-state
resistivities exhibit insulating or metallic behavior. This
is represented by the data in the inset of Fig. 2 for
x ≠ 0.08 and 0.22, which are consistent with previous
data [16] on underdoped, insulating LSCO.
The discussion has focused on the evolution of the
normal-state resistivity with increasing carrier concentra-
tion: rab , rc, and the anisotropy ratio all decrease, while
rab and rc both undergo an IM crossover. Ordinarily,
increasing Sr doping should increase not only carrier con-
centration but also the disorder in the samples. Experi-
mentally, the rapidly decreasing resistivity with Sr doping
suggests, however, that the effects of increasing the car-
rier concentration dominate. It is interesting to note that
insulating behavior is observe in samples with very low
rab , corresponding to kF, apparently as large as 13,
using the free electron mod l discussed previously (arrow
in Fig. 1). Such large values of kF, would ordinarily ac-
company metallic behavior. It might be the case that the
intense magnetic field is inducing the insulating behavior
(the magnetic length is only 33 Å at 60 T); however, the
small normal state magn toresistance suggests rather that
he magnetic field is “unv iling” the intrinsic normal state
behavior [16]. Insulating be avior in samples with kF,
as large as 13 would suggest that the effects of disorder
are enhanced in LSCO, consistent with a general predic-
tion for non-Fermi liquids that arbitrarily small disorder
will lead to insulating behavior in both rab and rc [17].
One could argue that our estimation of kF, is incorrect;
however, the free electron 2D formula is t most obvi-
ous simple odel available for estimating kF,, given the
large magnitude of the anisotropy ratio in LSCO.
Figure 3 summarizes the low-temperature behavior of
all samples studied as a function of Sr concentration.
FIG. 3. Schematic diagram of the behavior of the normal
state resistivity in the absence of superconductivity versus Sr
concentration. The dashed line gives Tcsxd in zero magnetic
field. An insulator-to-metal crossover occurs in both rab and
rc near optimum doping at low temperatures.
(I) The IM crossover occurs in all three directions, in
that both rab and rc exhibit the same low-temperature
behavior for all Sr concentrations studied. Thus, at
least in LSCO [18], the famous contrasting behavior
of linear-T rab and insulating rc does not persist to
low temperatures in the absence of superconductivity.
The contrasting behavior has been cited as evidence
of quasiparticle confinement in a 2D Luttinger liquid
[20]. In this picture, the observed insulating rab ~ rc
could result from residual disorder in the underdoped
samples [21].
(II) The low-temperature insulating behavior in the
normal state is unusual, as it occurs only in underdoped
samples. Although these samples are superconducting
in zero magnetic field, we believe that this insulating
behavior is not due to Cooper pair localization [8,9],
because Cooper pair localization would not exist above
Hc2 [22]. We note that Refs. [8,9] study the disorder-
driven superconductor-to-insulator transition, which is not
directly related to the carrier-concentration-driven IM
transition which we report here.
Feature (I) is reminiscent of behavior reported for Nd-
substituted LSCO [23]. In La1.62xNd0.4SrxCuO4, the Nd
substitution induces a low-temperature structural phase
transition to a tetragonal phase which is similar to that
reported near x ≠ 1y8 in La22xBaxC4. In this low-
temperature phase, both rab and rc are insulating, even
in overdoped samples with apparent kF, as large as 24.
Near x ≠ 1y8 in La1.62xNd0.4SrxCuO4, charge and spin
ordering has been observed [15]. It is possible that charge
ordering could underlie the unusual insulating behavior
which we observe in all underdoped LSCO samples.
We note also that an as-yet unexplained, logarithmi-
cally divergent resistivity has been observed in granular
films of NbN, a conventional superconductor [24]. Given
the possibility of phase segregation in the LSCO system,
there might be a link between the unusual insulating be-
havior in LSCO and that in granular NbN films; however,
this would seem to require phase segregation throughout
and only in the underdoped regime of LSCO.
Finally, features (I) and (II) together suggest that the
low-temperature normal-state IM crossover in LSCO is
linked to the superconducting phase, since it occurs at
nearly the same carrier concentration as optimum Tc.
This IM crossover in LSCO joins a growing list of
crossover behaviors which occur in the normal state near
optimum doping: in NMR [25], neutron scattering [26],
optical conductivity [2728], specific heat [29], thermo-
electric power [30], susceptibility [31], resistivity [31,32],
the Hall coefficient [33], and photoemission [34]. Many
phenomena which are unique to underdoped samples have
been linked to the pseudogap, a suppression in the exci-
tation spectrum of the normal state above Tc, although
there is ongoing debate whether single-layer materials
(such as LSCO) show a pseudogap at all. Certainly,
experimental evidence for the pseudogap is stronger for
5419
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angle neutron scattering. For x=0.145, we observe a VL re-
sembling that at optimum doping35 but only for !0H" 7 T.
No VL could be detected in x=0.12, where the largest elastic
field effect is observed. Although vortices might exist in dis-
ordered structures, we find it difficult to correlate the elastic
field effect with vortex matter physics. Instead, we interpret
our data in terms of competing order parameters. Recently,
we reported the observation of a single d-wave gap in the
angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy !ARPES" spectra
of the x=0.145 sample.36 The most likely ZF ground state of
x=0.145 is therefore pure d-wave SC similar to that ob-
served at optimum doping. Application of a magnetic field
tunes the system into a different ground state where static IC
AF coexists with SC. This ground state resembles that of
more strongly underdoped LSCO !x" 0.13", where static AF
and SC orders compete even in ZF. For x#0.12, the ordered
Cu moment at !0H=15 T is close to that the 1/8 ground
state !see Fig. 3". Therefore we argue that the effect of the
applied field is to drive the system toward the 1/8 ground
state.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
To summarize our combined !SR and neutron-diffraction
experiments, we present in Fig. 4 a schematic !0H-x phase
diagram, in which the ordered Cu moment is depicted by a
false color scheme.37 The 1/8 state and the pure d-wave SC
ground state are pictured as the dark red and the blue regions,
respectively. Colors in between represent a state where AF
and SC coexist. With the application of a magnetic field, one
can tune the pure SC state into the mixed state of AF and SC.
At the specific doping x=0.12, we found that the field drives
the system toward the 1/8 state. The different ground states
are therefore very close in energy. Our results clearly support
the notion of competing SC and static AF order parameters.
The systematics of our data shows that the existence of AF is
intrinsic and not due to defects or chemical inhomogeneities.
Any suppression of superconductivity either by a change in
chemistry or by an external perturbation goes along with a
concurrent and systematic enhancement of static magnetism.
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Summary
• Experimental result:
‣ Δc  ≤  Δspin
• Implications:
‣ Putative QCP is not due to AF criticality
‣ Coherent QPs do not coexist with                           
local AF spin fluctuations in cuprates
